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In these release notes, you can find packages, requirements, features, enhancements, fixed 
issues, and known issues for the CPQ December21.03.28 release. For documentation 
updates, see What's New in CPQ Documentation.

This documentation may describe optional features for which you have not 
purchased a license; therefore your solution or implementation may differ from 
what is described here. Contact your Customer Success Manager (CSM) or Account 
Executive (AE) to discuss your specific features and licensing.



https://documentation.conga.com/cpq/december-21/what-s-new-in-cpq-documentation-158338812.html
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Packages 
The following packages and dependencies are required to upgrade to this release and use 
its new features. These are the minimum required versions; later versions are also 
supported. Prerequisites for each feature can be found in its documentation. Packages 
marked (New) are new for this release.

Package Latest Certified Version

(Name | Number)

Conga Approvals 
(Required if you are using Approvals)

12.2.286.28 | 12.286.28

Conga Base Library

(Required if you are using Conga Configuration & 
Pricing)

2.2.225.5 | 2.225.5

Conga Billing 

(Required if you are using Conga Billing)

7.3.284.10 | 7.284.10

Conga CLM Configuration Integration 
(Required if you are using CLM)

13.2.0167.1 | 13.167.1

Conga Configuration & Pricing (New) 13.2.1969.151 | 13.1969.151

Conga Contract Lifecycle Management 12.2.0654.24 | 12.654.24

Conga CPQ Api 13.2.0127.1 | 13.127.1

Conga CPQ Approvals 
(Required if you are using Approvals on CPQ objects)

12.1.0024 | 12.24

You can register your org for the Conga Push Upgrade. Conga Push Upgrade is an 
automated tool that upgrades packages available in your Salesforce org 
(Production or Sandbox) to the latest versions. In addition, it also ensures all the 
Conga published managed packages are on the latest versions for your registered 
orgs. For more information, see Registering for Conga Upgrade Program.



https://documentation.conga.com/cpq/december-21/registering-for-conga-upgrade-program-165939714.html
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Package Latest Certified Version

(Name | Number)

Conga CPQ Setup 
(Required if you are using CPQ Admin Console)

13.2.124.7 | 13.124.7

Conga Deal Maximizer Setup 
(Required if you are using Deal Maximizer)

7.5.0051 | 7.51

Conga Order Management 1.0.0000 | 1.0

Conga Promotions 
(Required if you are using Promotions)

1.0.0000 | 1.0

Conga Quote Approvals 6.5.0005 | 6.5

Conga Quote Asset Integration 6.5.0014 | 6.14

Conga Quote CLM Integration  10.2.0078.3 | 10.78.3

Conga Quote Configuration Integration 
(Required if you are using CPQ and Proposal 
Management)

13.2.0378.9 | 13.378.9

Conga Quote Echosign Integration

(You must install the latest Adobe Sign package to 
use this package)

3.0.16 | 3.16

Conga Quote Management 
(Required if you are using Proposal Management)

11.2.0255.7 | 11.255.7

For more information on installing Conga managed packages, refer to Installing CPQ 
Packages. For more information on upgrading Conga managed packages, refer to 
Upgrading CPQ.



https://documentation.conga.com/cpq/december-21/installing-cpq-packages-161153493.html
https://documentation.conga.com/cpq/december-21/upgrading-cpq-152573472.html
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System Requirements and Supported 
Platforms 
For information pertaining to the requirements and recommendations, you must consider 
before you proceed with the installation of the Conga product, see System Requirements and 
Supported Platforms Matrix.

 
Upgrade Notes

For more information on the prerequisites and post-upgrade tasks, see Upgrading CPQ.

•

•

Before you upgrade the CPQ packages in your org to December '21 release, please 
note the following points:

If the CPQ package in your org is on any of the following releases, you must 
upgrade it to the Winter '20 patch (Winter20.02.26) before upgrading it to 
December '21 release:

Release Package

Spring '20 or earlier release Packages older than 12.0.1719 | 
12.1719

Summer '20 patch older than 
Summer20.02.26

Packages older than 12.1.1787.99 | 
12.1787.99

Winter '20 patch older than Winter20.02.26 Packages older than 12.2.1839.48 | 
12.1839.48

If the CPQ package in your org is on any of the following releases, you can 
directly upgrade it to December '21 release:

Release Package

Latest Summer '20 patch (Summer20.02.26 
or later)

12.0.1719 | 12.1719 or later

Latest Winter '20 patch (Winter20.02.26 or 
later)

12.2.1839.48 | 12.1839.48 or later

Spring '21 and any Spring '21 patches 13.0.1882 | 13.1882 or later

Summer '21 and any Summer '21 patches 13.1.1921 | 13.1921 or later



https://documentation.conga.com/technotes/system-requirements-and-supported-platforms-matrix/december-2021-srsp-matrix
https://documentation.conga.com/cpq/december-21/upgrading-cpq-165939707.html
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New Features 
There are no new features in this release. Keep checking the Conga Documentation Portal 
for new updates.
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Enhancements 
This section describes the existing features that are changed in this release.

Reorder Cart Line Item Sequence based on 
Reordering the Line Items in the User Interface
CPQ introduces an admin setting ReorderBasedOnLineSequence to display the line item in 
the same sequence as it was reordered in the UI. For example, on the cart page, when you 
rearrange the line item sequence using the drag and drop method in the UI, and then call 
this ReorderBasedOnLineSequence admin setting, the UI changes are honored, and the line 
items are reordered according to the order displayed in the UI.

For more information, see Configuring Admin Settings.

https://documentation.conga.com/display/CPQ/.Configuring+Admin+Settings+vDecember-21
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Data Model Changes
There are no data model changes in this release.
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Fixed Issues
The following table lists the issues fixed in this release. If any actions are required, they will 
be listed in this table.

Case Number Conga Internal ID Description

00832646 CPQ-63889 When you reorder the line item sequence from the 
User Interface and call 
Apttus_Config2.CartService.updateLineSequence 
on the save action, the admin setting does not 
honor the UI changes and reorders the lines 
based on the order of insertion.

00832650 CPQ-63569 In Turbo mode, CPQ displays duplicate primary 
line numbers in the cart when the total line items 
are less then 200.
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Known Issues
The following table provides the cumulative list of known issues up to this release. 

Conga Internal ID Description

CPQ-49307 After you have renewed an asset with a one-time primary line 
when you perform Change: Config action, an incorrect Delta 
Price and Net Price are calculated on the cart.

CPQ-49315 Config asset pricing criteria are not functioning on a single ramp 
renewed line (renew one ramp = true).

CPQ-11829 If the option group is single-select and requires the selection 
(min:1, max:1), you cannot make it optional from the 
configuration page but can make it optional from the cart. You 
can notice the same behavior when options required by default.

CPQ-37247 When you renew service and add new equipment, CPQ displays 
0 as Weightage Amount on the related line item pop-up.

CPQ-37251 Unit Of Measure conversion is not working for Price Ramps.

CPQ-37257 In the Service CPQ flow, when you reconfigure a finalized service 
cart, CPQ does not display the info message regarding service 
products auto-included via an inclusion type constraint rule.

CPQ-37233 CPQ does not disable the products that are already associated 
with the category from the all products list on the Associated 
Product section in Catalog.

CPQ-38515 If the options in a sub-bundle are auto-included based on the 
value of an attribute using the inclusion type constraint rule, 
CPQ does not remove the options from the sub-bundle when you 
change the value of the attribute and constraint condition is no 
longer valid. This happens when Is Bundle Context is selected.
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Conga Internal ID Description

CPQ-38642 On the exclusion prompt to exclude options, when you select 
options and click Remove Option, CPQ does not remove the 
selected options from the exclusion prompt and displays an 
error on the configuration page. However, the selected options 
are cleared on the Configuration page. This happens when 
constraint rules are executed on the server-side.

CPQ-39427 When you define Min/Max Applies To field as Base Price, CPQ 
restricts the net adjustment instead of the Base Price.

CPQ-39699 When you select Enable Auto Reprice in Config System 
Properties, you are unable to apply % Discount Effective, % 
Markup Effective, and Price Factor Effective adjustments on 
totals on the Cart page.

CPQ-39772 CPQ does not execute constraint rules properly when Is Bundle 
Context is selected and the bundle and its sub-bundle have the 
same options.

CPQ-40101 Min/Max adjustment fields are not available on the CPQ Admin 
user interface.

CPQ-40128 CPQ does not reprice the cart after the inclusion type constraint 
rule is deactivated and the auto-included products are removed 
from the cart. You are able to finalize the cart with an incorrect 
price.

CPQ-42440 When you define a price list item with Price Method as Related 
Price and define values in the Related Pricing section on the Price 
List Item Details page, CPQ does not calculate prices according 
to the values in Related Pricing on the cart.

Workaround: Use the fields Related Adjustment 
Amount, Related Adjustment Applies To, and Related 
Adjustment Type on the Price List Item Details page to define the 
related pricing.

CPQ-43117 CPQ is not applying the Min/Max Price to price ramps.
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•
•

Conga Internal ID Description

CPQ-43708 When you reprice product with Cumulative Range Line Item 
matrices, CPQ displays null object error.

CPQ-44113 When you change the Selling Frequency or Selling UOM and then 
click Reprice, if the Frequency or UOM conversion rate is not 
defined for any field, CPQ does not display any error message.

CPQ-46030 When you apply Advanced Filter with Select All Qualified 
Lines enabled, CPQ overrides any manual selection changes you 
made if you leave and navigate back to the page. This happens 
because the filters are processed every time the page is loaded.

CPQ-51278 CPQ does not display the Currency field on the New Price List 
page.

CPQ-51757 When you click Submit for Approval button on the Cart page, 
CPQ opens a new tab in browser instead of opening the 
approval page in the same tab.

CPQ-56097 You encounter Apex CPU time limit exceeded errors while 
performing the following actions in a large cart with 5000 lines. 

Copying or deleting products
Relaunching the finalized cart

DOC ID: CPQDEC21PRN20230328
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Conga Copyright Disclaimer
Copyright © 2023 Apttus Corporation (“Conga”) and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.
No part of this document, or any information linked to or referenced herein, may be reproduced, distributed, or 
transmitted in any form or by any means, including photocopying, recording, or other electronic or 
mechanical methods, without the prior written consent of Conga. All information contained herein is subject 
to change without notice and is not warranted to be error free.
This document may describe certain features and functionality of software that Conga makes available for 
use under a license agreement containing restrictions on use and disclosure and are protected by intellectual 
property laws. Except as expressly permitted in your license agreement or allowed by law, you may not, in 
any form, or by any means, use, copy, reproduce, translate, broadcast, modify, license, transmit, distribute, 
exhibit, perform, publish, or display any part of the software. Reverse engineering, disassembly, decompilation 
of, or the creation of derivative work(s) from, the software is strictly prohibited. Additionally, this document 
may contain descriptions of software modules that are optional and for which you may not have purchased 
a license. As a result, your specific software solution and/or implementation may differ from those described 
in this document.
U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS: Conga software, including any operating system(s), integrated software, any 
programs installed on the hardware, and/or documentation, delivered to U.S. Government end users are 
“commercial computer software” pursuant to the applicable Federal Acquisition Regulation and agency- 
specific supplemental regulations. As such, use, duplication, disclosure, modification, and adaptation of the 
programs, including any operating system, integrated software, any programs installed on the hardware, 
and/or documentation, shall be subject to license terms and license restrictions applicable to the programs. 
No other rights are granted to the U.S. Government.
Neither the software nor the documentation were developed or intended for use in any inherently dangerous 
applications, including applications that may create a risk of personal injury. If you use this software or 
hardware in dangerous applications, then you shall be responsible to take all appropriate fail-safe, backup, 
redundancy, and other measures to ensure its safe use. Conga and its affiliates disclaim any liability for any 
damages caused by use of this software or hardware in dangerous applications.
Apttus, AI Analyze, Conga, Conga AI, Conga AI Discover, Conga Batch, Conga Collaborate, Conga Composer, 
Conga Conductor, Conga Connect, Conga Courier, Conga Grid, Conga Mail Merge, Conga Merge, Conga 
Orchestrate, Conga Sign, Conga Trigger, Digital Document Transformation, True-Up, and X-Author are 
registered trademarks of Conga and/or its affiliates.
The documentation and/or software may provide links to web sites and access to content, products, and 
services from third parties. Conga is not responsible for the availability of, or any content provided by third 
parties. You bear all risks associated with the use of such content. If you choose to purchase any products or 
services from a third party, the relationship is directly between you and the third party. Conga is not 
responsible for: (a) the quality of third-party products or services; or (b) fulfilling any of the terms of the 
agreement with the third party, including delivery of products or services and warranty obligations related to 
purchased products or services. Conga is not responsible for any loss or damage of any sort that you may 
incur from dealing with any third party.
For additional resources and support, please visit https://community.conga.com.
 
 

https://community.conga.com
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